RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of maps, atlases, and other cartographic works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from other essential names associated with the work are interfilled.

CROCKER, LAWTON V.
Magnetic Fish and Game Corporation. © 11Jul54; P2824. Lawton V. Crocker (A); 31Oct62; R309345.

New Hampshire; township outline map. © 20Jan55; F7452. Lawton V. Crocker (A); 31Oct62; R309345.

The official national survey map of New York. © 15Dec34; F7362. Lawton V. Crocker (A); 31Oct62; R309345.

GRINTER, JOHN H.
Pioneer map of Jackson County, Missouri. SEE GRINTER, SALLIE C.

GRINTER, SALLIE C.
Pioneer map of Jackson County, Missouri, by John H. Grinter & Sallie C. Grinter. © 1Dec34; F7391. Sallie C. Grinter (A); 24Sep62; R301465.

HALL, C. ELEANOR.
Romance map of the northern gateway. © 30Mar34; F7332. C. Eleanor Hall (A); 28Nov62; R306657.

HAMMOND (C. S.) & CO.
Comprehensive United States. © 2Jun35; F7341. C. S. Hammond & Co. (FWM); 10Aug62; R300002.

JOY, ALICE. SEE KEITH, ALICE JOY.

JOY, ALICE JOY.
Stars, map of the universe. SEE KEITH, JULIA JOY.

LIDDLE, JAY T.
Natchez, Mississippi, the historic city of Mississippi. SEE WEIR, HARRY K.

MIDCONTINENT MAP CO.
Abstract map, Atoka, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 21Feb55; P6686. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299706.

Abstract map, Blue River, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 24Jan55; P6657. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299692.

Abstract map, Boggy Depot, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 3Mar55; P6670. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299692.

Abstract map, Calera, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 28Apr55; P6674. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299692.

Abstract map, Cimarron, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 3Mar55; P6667. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299707.

Abstract map, Davis, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 2Dec54; P6659. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299688.

Abstract map, Enid, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 5May55; P6679. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299701.

Abstract map, Enid, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 21Jan55; P6674. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299707.

Abstract map, Fayetteville, Arkansas, quadrangle. © 21Feb55; P6676. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299692.

Abstract map, Fayetteville, Arkansas, quadrangle. © 2Jan55; P6676. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299703.

Abstract map, Fort, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 10Mar55; P6665. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299691.

Abstract map, Lake, California, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 3Jul55; P6678. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299700.

Abstract map, McAlester, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 4Apr55; P6653. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299704.

Abstract map, McMillan, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 2Jul55; P6677. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299695.

Abstract map, Madill, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 24Jan55; P6675. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299667.

Abstract map, Mill Creek, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 3Mar55; P6672. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299695.

Abstract map, north Kansas, Kansas, quadrangle. © 28Nov54; F7775. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299687.

Abstract map, Quinton, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 4Apr55; P6655. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299695.

Abstract map, South Dakota, South Dakota, quadrangle. © 5Mar55; P6665. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299705.

Abstract map, Southern, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 28Mar55; P6662. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299658.

Abstract map, Thackerville, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 11Mar55; P6671. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299699.

Abstract map, Woodward, Oklahoma, quadrangle. © 2Jan55; P6671. Midcontinent Map Co. (FWM); 6Aug62; R299702.

FATAYE, JULIA JOY.
Stars, map of the universe, by Alice Joy. © 2Jan55; F7575. Julia Fataye (B); 31Dec68; R307359.

TOBIN (EDMAR) AERIAL SURVEYS.
Anderson County, Texas. North half; south half. © 12Aug54; F7546-7547. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 9Aug62; F300025-300025.

Austin County, Texas. North third; middle third; south third. © 1Oct34; F7535-7536. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 14Jun62, 1Jun65; 31May62; R307514-307515.

Chambers County, Texas; blue line ownership map. East half; west half. © 2Dec55; F7566-7567. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 9Aug62; R300025-300025.

Cherokee County, Texas; South half; north half. © 27Dec34; F7570-7571. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 9Aug62; R300021-300022.

Colorado County, Texas; South half; south half. © 13Mar34; F7581-30015. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 22Aug62; R297512-297513.

Houston County, Texas; ownership map. North half; south half. © 30Mar55; F7581-7582. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 22Feb62; R304056-304057.

Houston County, Texas. Portion of north half; portion of south half. © 2Feb54; F7582-7583. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 22Feb62; R303106-303107.

La Salle County area, Texas. © 5Feb54; F7600. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 31Jan62; R300369.

Map of Aransas County, Texas. © 30Jun54; F7691. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 22Feb62; R300369.

Matagorda County, Texas. North half; south half. © 1Jan33; F7501-7502. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 28May62; R297514-297515.

North half, Jackson County, Texas. © 28Jan54; F7507-7508. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 28May62; R297514-297515.

Regional survey line map; portion of degree, lat. N. 20° to N. 20° 30'. Long. W. 98° to 99°. (Texas) © 28Jan54; F7503-7504. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (FWM); 28May62; R300192.